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Known for her outstanding performances on the groundbreaking television series The Good
Wife and ER, Julianna Margulies deftly chronicles her life and her work in this deeply
powerful memoir. “At once a tender coming-of-age story and a deeply personal look at a
young woman making sense of the world against a chaotic and peripatetic childhood.”—Katie
Couric As an apple-cheeked bubbly child, Julianna was bestowed with the family nickname
“Sunshine Girl.” Shuttled back and forth between her divorced parents, often on different
continents, she quickly learned how to be of value to her eccentric mother and her absent
father. Raised in fairly unconventional ways in various homes in Paris, England, New
York, and New Hampshire, Julianna found that her role among the surrounding turmoil and
uncertainty was to comfort those around her, seeking organization among the disorder,
making her way in the world as a young adult and eventually an award-winning actress.
Throughout, there were complicated relationships, difficult choices, and overwhelming
rejections. But there were also the moments where fate, faith, and talent aligned,
leading to the unforgettable roles of a lifetime, both professionally and
personally—moments when chaos had finally turned to calm. Filled with intimate stories
and revelatory moments, Sunshine Girl is at once unflinchingly honest and perceptive. It
is a riveting self-portrait of a woman whose resilience in the face of turmoil will leave
readers intrigued and inspired.
***NOMINATED FOR THE NME BEST BOOK AWARD 2017 *** The first and only OFFICIAL book from
ZAYN, for his ultimate fans. Zayn's autobiography features exclusive, never-before-seen
photographs alongside his story. -------------------------------- 'This book is my diary
of a period that I would like to share with you all. I hope that there are things in the
book that contextualise some of the moments and memories we have all shared together.
There are things I address in the book that are very personal to me, things that I have
never told anyone, things I still find hard to talk about. It's a part of a journey I'm
still on' - ZAYN ZAYN opens up with this collection of thoughts, inspiration, and neverbefore-seen personal photographs. After five years of massive success with One Direction,
ZAYN launched his career as a solo artist with Mind of Mine, becoming one of the most
successful artists in the world. Now, for the first time ever, ZAYN is going to tell and
show all in this intimate and raw scrapbook of his life. Never-before-released photos
give readers insight to ZAYN, no-holds-barred. Gorgeously designed with hundreds of fullcolor photographs and Zayn's notes, drawings, song lyrics, and personal stories, the book
captures Zayn's most private moments and his candid feelings on fame, success, music, and
life. The next chapter of ZAYN'S evolution into global superstar, told by the artist who
is living it. Global superstar ZAYN shares a photographic journey of his life since
leaving One Direction. *** Reviews for Mind of Mine: "A singer eager to reclaim the parts
of himself that five years in the pop klieg lights forced into the shadows." -The New
York Times "Sonically, you won't find many pop albums in 2016 more immaculately conceived
than this." -SPIN "Sublime." -USA Today "Malik can sing . . . he's done this before, but
not like this." -Rolling Stone "A moody, deeply textured R&B album..." -Los Angeles Times
"Zayn has clearly achieved his aim of making an album of sexy, credible pop-R&B." -NME
The only 100% fully OFFICIAL Annual. Forget the rest, this is THE One Direction Annual of
the 2011!
Former One Direction band member Zayn Malik is releasing his first autobiography, which
will include personal photographs and drawings, presenting his own story so that fans
"can judge me on my own terms, not on what the press or anyone else says."
My Confessional
Space Case
Dan and Phil Go Outside
Our World
One Direction: The Official Annual 2012
Between the Covers
In 2011, Janet Devlin wowed X-Factor judges and charmed the nation with her unique vocals and performances. She consistently
received the highest consecutive public vote out of all the contestants and gained a place on the live arena tour. But rather than
this steering her towards greater musical success, Janet faced numerous challenges which almost cost her her career... "Believe it
or not, you're holding my life in your hands. Not the picture-perfect version we've all become accustomed to, thanks to social
media. This is my life as I've lived it - no filters.Each chapter in this book unlocks the truth behind a song from my album
Confessional. They span ten years of intense self-discovery married with a lot of self-sabotage. My broken brain has taken me to
dark places both in my own head and in the real world. But, with destruction comes creation. I genuinely hope that My
Confessional does not personally resonate with you and that you've not been to the same Hell that I've come to call Home, but if
you have let my life be proof that it all works out in the end. I see now that the world is truly what we make of it and that everything
happens for a reason. Or, at least, that's what I tell myself. Here lyeth my confessional of the sins I want so much to be free from
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and to finally forgive myself for what I've done. I confess.Janet Devlin"
This in-depth biography details Harry's life so far. From his childhood and his journey to fame on the X-Factor to releasing solo
music and becoming fashion royalty, this book gets you closer to Harry than ever before. From the start of his career we follow the
roller coaster of emotions as One Direction broke up, and we learn how Harry reinvented himself. Free from the shackles of being
in a boyband he was able to be the rock star he had always dreamed of being and conquer the US by himself. Not content with
being one of the world's biggest popstars, Harry has also cultivated a career as a film and television star, featuring in box-office
hits like Dunkirk as well as presenting Saturday Night Live. He's also making a name for himself as fashion royalty - presenting the
fashion event of the year, the Met Gala, with Serena Williams and Lady Gaga and regularly modelling for iconic brand Gucci. He has
even partnered with the meditation app Calm to record a story designed to help listeners drift off. This is a book that gets you to
the heart of a very modern pop star - a must read for all of Harry's fans.
Dan Howell and Phil Lester, avoiders of human contact and direct sunlight, actually went outside. Travelling around the world on
tour, they have collected hundreds of exclusive, intimate and funny photos, as well as revealing and captivating side notes, to
show the behind-the-scenes story of their adventure.
Introduced with a stunning portrait of each featured composer, more than 90 biographical entries trace the friendships, loves, and
rivalries that inspired each musical genius and their work. Profiles offer revealing insights into what drove each individual to create
the musical masterpieces - symphonies, concertos and operatic scores - that changed the direction of classical music and are still
celebrated as masterpieces today. Lavishly illustrated with paintings or photographs of each composer, alongside original musical
scores and personal correspondence, images of their homes and where they worked, and personal effects and other important
artefacts, the book introduces the key influences, themes, and working methods of each individual, setting their works within a
wider historical and cultural context. Charting the development of classical music and music movements across the centuries,
Composers provides a compelling glimpse into the personal lives, loves, and influences of the giants of the classical music canon.
It's All Love
Jilly Cooper on sex, socialising and survival
One Direction: The Official Annual 2015
November 9
The Unauthorised Biography
A Book of Poetry

'Before Cliff Richard and the Shadows, there was nothing worth listening to in British music.' - John Lennon. Cliff Richard tells his story, in his
own words, in his highly anticipated new autobiography. Achieving a hit in every decade since the 1950s, Cliff Richard stands alone in pop
history. Coming of age in 1950s London, he began his music career at Soho's legendary 2i's Cafe, and now he's approaching his 80th birthday
with record sales of over 250m and counting. Cliff Richard was a pioneer, forging the way for British rock 'n' roll with his unique sound. The
original British teen idol, his incredible story takes us into the studio of TV's first pop show Oh Boy!, through 40 years of Top of the Pops, and
playing live up and down the country and across the world, with a constant backdrop of screaming fans. Cliff looks back on his humble
upbringing, and how he went on to fulfil his wildest dreams by becoming a pop star and even a film star. He talks about finding Christianity,
reflects on the ups and downs of life in the public eye, and reveals how the false allegations against him changed his life forever. He's seen eradefining pop stars come and go, and he's still making new music, with a new project to be released this year. As a teenage Elvis-fan in
Cheshunt, this may have seem a distant dream. Here's his story of how he made it all happen.
Join the UK’s hottest new boyband on their rollercoaster ride to superstardom, with the follow-up to the Number 1 bestselling book One
Direction: Forever Young: Our Official X Factor Story
Calling all One Direction fans! This is the only official book from 1D charting their journey over the last year and a half—from the places
they've visited and fans they've met, to their thoughts and feelings, hopes and dreams, highs and lows. It has been a phenomenal year—and this
is a phenomenal story. This Christmas, there will be no other book that true One Direction fans will want!
Boozing. Womanizing. Brawling. Singing. For the last forty years George Jones has reigned as the country's king--the singer many have called
the Frank Sinatra of country. And for most of that time, his career has been marked by hard-living, hard-loving, and hard luck. From his early
east Texas recordings through his marriage with Tammy Wynette to his latest acclaim as a solid citizen and "high-tech red-neck," Americans
have been fascinated with Jones, never even knowing whether he's going to show up for his next concert. Now, in I Lived To Tell It All, George
Jones supplies a no-holds-barred account of his excesses and ecstasies. How alcohol ruled his life and performances. How violence marred
many friendships and relationships. How money was something to be made but never held on to. And, finally, how the love of a good woman
can ultimately change a man, redeem him, and save his life.
Why Don't We: In the Limelight
The Inside Story of One of the Biggest Bands in Rock History
I Love Harry
Composers
No Limits
Zayn Malik - Mind of His
One Direction Dots Lines Spirals Coloring Book 8.5x11'' dimenssions Printed on one-sided to avoid bleed through High
quality spiroglyphics images
Discover the funniest memoir of 2021, written by the most relatable woman in the world - Daisy May Cooper, creator and
star of BBC's award-winning comedy This Country THE NO. 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELELLER A TIMES BEST COMEDY
BOOK OF 2021 'Brilliant. A joy and a delight - I laughed out loud! An absolute cracker' ZOE BALL 'A riot from start to
finish' DAILY MIRROR 'Hilarious' SUN 'Thank goodness for gloriously silly Daisy May Cooper. Joyful, irreverent and
totally uplifting' THE TIMES 'The funniest woman on TV' GUARDIAN 'Hilarious' DAILY EXPRESS _______ 'When I'm up on
stage, I don't want to be anywhere else in the world' Since I was little, I've had a cast of characters living inside my head,
an over-active imagination and the urge to be a massive f**king show-off. Not only was my family completely insane, but
we grew up battling rural poverty, and together with my brother Charlie, I staggered my way through adolescence like a
p**sed-up butterfly. In Don't Laugh, It'll Only Encourage Her, I'll take you on a rollercoaster ride so extreme it'll make you
laugh, then cry, then barf your guts up. From my misspent childhood skulking around car boot sales to reimagining
WWE Smackdowns for a Cirencester audience; from my one-armed internet boyfriend to a lover who doubled as a coatstand; from snogging a pole at a lap-dancing audition to imitating a warthog at RADA to finally having This Country
commissioned by the BBC. And, I answer all of life's great mysteries . . . Can wall plaster be part of your five-a-day? Can
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the afterlife be found in the back of a sh**ty pub? How do you give your tits added drama? Who dropped the monster
turd at the fake audition? How much of a humiliating, ridiculous, screw-up of a sh**-storm life do you need to have led
before you finally achieve your dream . . . ?
This uplifting and beautifully illustrated gift book from award-winning actress Jenna Ortega will inspire you to lean into
faith and love and family during life's most difficult, and most joyous, moments. I want you, my readers, to know that you
are not alone. We are in this together. This collection from actress Jenna Ortega is filled with Jenna's own original quotes
and affirmations, alongside intimate, personal stories about growing up Latina in Hollywood, working through
depression, falling in—and out of—love, losing close family members, and so much more. Jenna has had to balance her
acting career, her private life, and public expectations from a young age, and she’s learned that the only way to get
through it all is to wake up every morning and affirm her commitment to herself, her faith, her mental health, and her
family. In this honest and moving debut, she shares openly and intimately what it means to live this life of selfappreciation. Jenna's vulnerability will remind readers that there’s power within us all and we are not alone in our
struggles.
The personal and poignant debut poetry collection from the award-winning singer, songwriter, and producer revolves
around the emotions, struggles, and experiences of finding your voice and confidence as a woman. “I’ve realized that
some feelings can’t be turned into a song . . . so I’ve started writing poems. Just like my songs, they are personal and
honest. Just like my songs, they have hooks and rhymes. Just like my songs, they talk about what it’s like to be twentysomething trying to navigate a wildly beautiful and broken world.” Deeply emotional and candid, Feel Your Way Through
explores the challenges and celebrates the experiences faced by Kelsea Ballerini as she navigates the twists and turns of
growing into a woman today. In this book of original poetry, Ballerini addresses themes of family, relationships, body
image, self-love, sexuality, and the lessons of youth. Her poems speak to the often harsh, and sometimes beautiful, onset
of womanhood. Honest, humble, and ultimately hopeful, this collection reveals a new dimension of Ballerini’s artistry
and talent.
Zayn
100 First Words for Little Canadians
A Guide to the Other Side
The Unauthorized Biography
Our OFFICIAL autobiography
New Social Theory and Research
*SUNDAY TIMES #1 BESTSELLER* For the first time EVER, global superstars One Direction are releasing their
100% official autobiography, offering a new, intimate insight into their lives as never before seen or heard!
A boy and his ghostly twin sister work together to pass messages from the beyond in this “funny, mystical, and
endearing” (Kirkus Reviews) debut that James Patterson called “a fun ride and a great concept.” There are a few
things you should know about Baylor Bosco: He’s thirteen years old, he has a twin sister, and he really does NOT
like ghosts…which is problematic because he’s a medium and sees ghosts everywhere. Oh, and his twin sister,
Kristina? She’s a ghost too. They’ve been working as a pair for years, expertly relaying messages from ghosts to
their still-living loved ones. Baylor’s even managed to come up with an introductory phrase—one that he has to
use far too often. But when a strange ghost shows up close to Halloween, a grown man, covered in a sheet, with
only his black leather shoes showing from the bottom, Baylor starts to wonder if something else has taken notice
of him. And when his sister goes missing, somehow ghost-napped, he’s forced to figure out the truth about the
Sheet Man and his sister’s disappearance, all without help from his usual ghostly ambassador.
It’s a murder mystery on the moon in this humorous and suspenseful space adventure from the author of Belly
Up and Spy School that The New York Times Book Review called “a delightful and brilliantly constructed middle
grade thriller.” Like his fellow lunarnauts—otherwise known as Moonies—living on Moon Base Alpha, twelveyear-old Dashiell Gibson is famous the world over for being one of the first humans to live on the moon. And he’s
bored out of his mind. Kids aren’t allowed on the lunar surface, meaning they’re trapped inside the tiny moon
base with next to nothing to occupy their time—and the only other kid Dash’s age spends all his time hooked into
virtual reality games. Then Moon Base Alpha’s top scientist turns up dead. Dash senses there’s foul play afoot,
but no one believes him. Everyone agrees Dr. Holtz went onto the lunar surface without his helmet properly
affixed, simple as that. But Dr. Holtz was on the verge of an important new discovery, Dash finds out, and it’s a
secret that could change everything for the Moonies—a secret someone just might kill to keep...
The world's biggest band, One Direction, are back to share their backstage secrets and stories from the past
year with their fans in the latest instalment of their must have annual.
Dare to Dream: Life as One Direction (100% official)
The Official Autobiography
I Love Louis
ME ME ME
One Dream One Direction: 100% Unauthorised
I Lived to Tell It All
As the biggest Directioner ever, you're invited to enter your fave band's world and share your own. Fill out fun fan quizzes, check out poptastic pics, and read all
about the boys you love.
The first, and only, inside story of one of the greatest bands in rock history—Dire Straits—as told by founder member and bassist John Illsley One of the most
successful music acts of all time, Dire Straits filled stadiums around the world. Their album sold hundreds of millions of copies and their music—classics like
“Sultans of Swing,” “Romeo and Juliet,” “Money for Nothing,” and “Brothers in Arms”—is still played on every continent today. There was, quite simply, no
bigger band on the planet throughout the eighties. In this powerful and entertaining memoir, founding member John Illsley gives the inside track on the most
successful rock band of their time. From playing gigs in the spit-and-sawdust pubs of south London, to hanging out with Bob Dylan in LA, Illsley tells the story of
the band with searching honesty, soulful reflection, and wry humor. Starting with his own unlikely beginnings in Middle England, he recounts the band’s rise
from humble origins to the best-known venues in the world, the working man’s clubs to Madison Square Garden, sharing gigs with wild punk bands to rocking the
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Live Aid stage at Wembley. And woven throughout is an intimate portrait and tribute to his great friend Mark Knopfler, the band's lead singer, songwriter, and
remarkable guitarist. Tracing an idea that created a phenomenal musical legacy, an extraordinary journey of joy and pain, companionship and surprises, this is
John Illsley’s life in Dire Straits.
Harry Styles is 1/5 of the global boy band sensation that is One Direction. Made up of bandmates Liam Payne, Zayn Malik, Niall Horan, Louis Tomlinson and
Harry himself, 1D came to prominence in the 2010 series of X Factor UK. Since then they've played to sold out arenas as they toured the world, topped the charts
across the globe and broken numerous records. Initially auditioning as separate contestants, the band were put together by Simon Cowell who thought they would
stand a much better chance as a group. Simon was proved right as the five boys went on to finish 3rd in the competition. Born 1 February 1994 in Holmes
Chapel, Cheshire, Harry is often considered the favourite of 1D fans. Known for his trademark cute boyish looks and gorgeous curly hair, girls all over the
world are falling head over heels in love with him and will do anything to get his attention. Lifting the lid on life as a member of the world's biggest band, this is
the inspirational and sensational story of a how a boy from Cheshire followed his dreams to become an international star and heartthrob to millions of devoted
fans.
We can see the aurora borealis from the backyard and the Rockies from the front porch. We can always go for pancakes and maple syrup or some ketchup
chips. And we’ll watch the Stanley Cup playoffs no matter who’s playing! We’re Canadians, through and through. But what about the baby, eh? What do you
know? Introducing 100 First Words for Little Canadians, a Great White North primer for kids learning their first words! Forget apple and dog. Little Canadians
are ready to move from ABC to RCMP and other Canada-specific words like bakeapple, ogopogo, and Celine. Packed with hilarious illustrations and 100 words
every Canadian baby should know (before any others, of course), 100 First Words for Little Canadians is the perfect board book for families who call Canada
home.
One Direction: Where We Are
I Love Niall
One Direction Dots Lines Spirals Coloring Book
Gender Reckonings
Soon to be a film starring Harry Styles and Emma Corrin
My Policeman
Charlotte Crosby has been one of the UK's best-loved TV stars since she burst onto the celeb scene in
2011 with Geordie Shore. Laugh-out-loud hilarious, genuine, and a proper Geordie, Charlotte's
popularity has even seen her crowned winner of 2013's Celebrity Big Brother. With her trademark humour
and warmth, in ME ME ME Charlotte takes us on a very unique journey through her eventful teenage years
(where literally nothing is off limits!), her attempts at holding down jobs (and booze), the lifechanging experience of Geordie Shore, the truth about Gaz and his parsnip, and her inspiring weightloss triumph. Full of drawings, doodles, and Charlotte's personal photos, this will be unlike any other
celebrity autobiography on the market. Extremely personal, insanely honest and pant-wettingly funny.
Five boys. Millions of devoted fans. One Direction! Since graduating from TV talent show The X Factor
in 2010, cleancut cuties One Direction have taken the pop world by storm, breaking chart records on
both sides of the Atlantic with their debut album Up All Night and setting girls' hearts racing. Packed
with sumptuous full-colour photographs of Harry, Niall, Zayn, Liam and Louis, No Limits tells each
member's story in full and chronicles the group's journey to become the hottest boy band in the world.
Whether you love Niall's Irish charm or go weak for Harry's cheeky grin, One Direction: No Limits is
the perfect addition to any fan's collection.
Vivid narratives, fresh insights, and new theories on where gender theory and research stand today
Since scholars began interrogating the meaning of gender and sexuality in society, this field has
become essential to the study of sociology. Gender Reckonings aims to map new directions for
understanding gender and sexuality within a more pragmatic, dynamic, and socially relevant framework.
It shows how gender relations must be understood on a large scale as well as in intimate detail. The
contributors return to the basics, questioning how gender patterns change, how we can realize gender
equality, and how the structures of gender impact daily life. Gender Reckonings covers not only
foundational concepts of gender relations and gender justice, but also explores postcolonial patterns
of gender, intersectionality, gender fluidity, transgender practices, neoliberalism, and queer theory.
Gender Reckonings combines the insights of gender and sexuality scholars from different generations,
fields, and world regions. The editors and contributors are leading social scientists from six
continents, and the book gives vivid accounts of the changing politics of gender in different
communities. Rich in empirical detail and novel thinking, Gender Reckonings is a lasting resource for
students, researchers, activists, policymakers, and everyone concerned with gender justice.
The first and only official book from ZAYN. Global superstar ZAYN shares a photographic journey of his
life since leaving One Direction. "This book is my diary of a period that I would like to share with
you all. I hope that there are things in the book that contextualise some of the moments and memories
we have all shared together. There are things I address in the book that are very personal to me,
things that I have never told anyone, things I still find hard to talk about. It's a part of a journey
I'm still on."—ZAYN The Instant New York Times Bestseller! ZAYN opens up with this collection of
thoughts, inspiration, and never-before-seen personal photographs. After five years of massive success
with One Direction, ZAYN launched his career as a solo artist with Mind of Mine, becoming one of the
most successful artists in the world. Now, for the first time ever, ZAYN is going to tell and show all
in this intimate and raw scrapbook of his life. Never-before-released photos give readers insight to
ZAYN, no-holds-barred. Gorgeously designed with hundreds of full-color photographs and ZAYN’s notes,
drawings, song lyrics, and personal stories, the book captures ZAYN’s most private moments and his
candid feelings on fame, success, music, and life. The next chapter of ZAYN’s evolution into global
superstar, told by the artist who is living it. *** Reviews for Mind of Mine: “A singer eager to
reclaim the parts of himself that five years in the pop klieg lights forced into the shadows.”—The New
York Times “Sonically, you won’t find many pop albums in 2016 more immaculately conceived than
this.”—SPIN “Sublime.”—USA Today “Malik can sing . . . he's done this before, but not like
this.”—Rolling Stone “A moody, deeply textured R&B album…”—Los Angeles Times “Zayn has clearly achieved
his aim of making an album of sexy, credible pop-R&B.”—NME
One Direction and Me
Coloring Books for Fan Girls and Teens with Boy Band One Direction in Spiroglyphics
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My Life in Dire Straits
One Direction
Reflections for Your Heart & Soul
Their Lives and Works

'No one else can make me laugh and cry quite like Jilly Cooper.' Gill Sims 'Jilly Cooper's non-fiction is just as entertaining
as her novels.' Pandora Sykes ____________________ 'One truth I have learnt, as middle age enmeshes me like Virginia
creeper, is that I shall never change-because my capacity for self-improvement is absolutely nil.' Jilly Cooper's
observations from her days as a much-loved newspaper columnist cover everything to do with sex, socialising and
survival - from marriage, friendship and the minutiae of family life, to the tedium of going to visit people for the weekend,
the stress of hosting dinner parties and the descent of middle age. Entertaining and full of heart, this classic collection of
journalism from the legendary author explores the highs and lows of everyday life with wit, wisdom and warmth. Praise
for Jilly Cooper: 'Joyful and mischievous' Jojo Moyes 'Fun, sexy and unputdownable' Marian Keyes 'Flawlessly
entertaining' Helen Fielding
In the Limelight is the official Why Don’t We autobiography, full of never-before-seen photos and behind-the-scenes info
about one of today’s hottest bands. When five guys decided to form a band, they never imagined that they would go from
playing music online to playing tours across the world so quickly. Why Don’t We has been together for less than two
years, and they’ve already headlined sold out shows, played at Madison Square Garden, and amassed millions of fans.
And this is all just the beginning. This is the official Why Don’t We story, full of never-before-seen photos and everything
you need to know about Corbyn, Daniel, Zach, Jonah, and Jack. Find out the secrets they’ve never shared with fans
before, their embarrassing childhood stories, what they look for in a girlfriend, and how it felt to have their lives
completely changed by this incredible journey.
Zayn Malik shocked the world in 2015 when he unexpectedly announced his departure from One Direction, one of the
most successful British groups of all time. Despite his desire to step back from the spotlight, Zayn had no intention of
stepping back from music, his one true passion. Indeed, he was determined to prove any doubters wrong. Able to forge
his own musical path at last, Zayn unveiled hidden talents in his debut solo album Mind of Mine which showcased an
eclectic range of influences, from R&B to reggae and even classical. When One Direction first formed on The X Factor in
2010, few could have predicted the record-breaking successes they would achieve, or the millions of adoring fans they
would gain. Despite the controversy over his departure from the band, Zayn has continued this trend of unprecedented
success in his solo career, with his first single ‘Pillowtalk’ reaching No.1 around the world. In this fully updated biography,
top celebrity biographer Sarah Oliver traces Zayn’s steps so far, from boyhood in Bradford, to One Direction stardom and
his development as a solo artist. Aged just twenty-three, it is only the beginning for Zayn, and the brilliance of Mind of
Mine is a sign of even greater things to come.
So you think you know everything there is to know about One Direction? It's time to put your knowledge to the test and
discover if you are genuine super-fan! Directioners can pick the book that's all about their favourite boy or collect all five.
Which direction will you travel in first - Zayn, Harry, Louis, Niall or Liam? Each title includes: cool quizzes, fun-filled
stories, tantalizing trivia, word searches, spot-the-difference puzzles and much, much more. There will even be sections
on the boys' early years, to test the knowledge of their biggest fans! Each book includes 8 pages of gorgeous glossy
photos for readers to cherish.
Our Band, Our Story: 100% Official
One Direction: The Official Annual 2016
One Direction: Who We Are: Our Official Autobiography
The Dreamer
Harry Styles - Every Piece of Me
Harry
Beloved #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With Us and All Your Perfects returns with an unforgettable
love story between a writer and his unexpected muse. Fallon meets Ben, an aspiring novelist, the day before her
scheduled cross-country move. Their untimely attraction leads them to spend Fallon’s last day in Los Angeles together,
and her eventful life becomes the creative inspiration Ben has always sought for his novel. Over time and amidst the
various relationships and tribulations of their own separate lives, they continue to meet on the same date every year.
Until one day Fallon becomes unsure if Ben has been telling her the truth or fabricating a perfect reality for the sake of
the ultimate plot twist. Can Ben’s relationship with Fallon—and simultaneously his novel—be considered a love story if it
ends in heartbreak?
A photographic journey of his life since leaving One Direction, ZAYN opens up with this collection of thoughts, inspiration,
and never-before-seen personal photographs. After five years of massive success with One Direction, ZAYN launched
his career as a solo artist with Mind of Mine, becoming one of the most successful artists in the world. Now, for the first
time ever, ZAYN is going to tell and show all in this intimate and raw scrapbook of his life. Never-beforereleased photos
give readers insight to ZAYN, no-holds-barred. Gorgeously designed with hundreds of full-colour photographs and Zayn's
notes, drawings, song lyrics, and personal stories, the book captures Zayn's most private moments & his candid feelings
on fame, success, music, and life. The next chapter of ZAYN'S evolution into global superstar, told by the artist who is
living it.
The must-have Christmas gift for all 1D fans, don’t miss the year’s only official book from the world’s favourite band...
An exquisitely told tragic tale of thwarted love, My Policeman is soon to be adapted into film by Amazon Prime starring
Harry Styles and Emma Corrin. It is in 1950s' Brighton that Marion first catches sight of Tom. He teaches her to swim in
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the shadow of the pier and Marion is smitten - determined her love will be enough for them both. A few years later in
Brighton Museum Patrick meets Tom. Patrick is besotted with Tom and opens his eyes to a glamorous, sophisticated
new world. Tom is their policeman, and in this age it is safer for him to marry Marion. The two lovers must share him, until
one of them breaks and three lives are destroyed. 'I loved it. Devoured it! A wonderful read. Tense, romantic, smart; a
beautiful portrait of a seaside town poised at an exact moment in history, with people trapped by laws and mores' Russell
T. Davies (on Instagram)
Don't Laugh, It'll Only Encourage Her
The No 1 Sunday Times Bestseller
An Autobiography
Feel Your Way Through
Sunshine Girl
A Novel
Celebrate Little Mix's first UK number-one album - Glory Days - by reading the full story of the girls' astonishing rise to pop super stardom. Our
World is full of exclusive photos and inspirational stories about Jade, Perrie, Jesy and Leigh-Anne's unique friendship. Little Mix are the UK's
most successful girl band. They first found fame - and each other - on The X Factor in 2011. Five years later they have gone from strength to
strength, achieving huge global success. With three platinum-selling albums in the UK and over 14 million record sales worldwide, the band are
both adored by their fans and critically acclaimed for their brilliant music. In this book the girls share the real behind-the-scenes story of both
their personal lives and their success. They reveal the many highs - what it feels like to perform in front of thousands of people; the excitement of
seeing your music soar to Number One around the world - but also the lows. Through it all the girls have had each other, and their incredibly close
friendship has grown stronger and stronger as the years have gone by. Now the girls are like sisters, and in this book they share their journeys and
how it feels for your dreams to come true. Brimming with exclusive photos, this book shares with us the girls' innermost secrets - their hopes and
dreams for the future, their families, their relationships, their style advice and above all their friendship. This book is Little Mix's story in their
own words and tells you everything you need to know about their lives both in and out of the spotlight.
A full-colour celebration of One Direction and their roller-coaster ride to fame. With fun facts, style secrets, quizzes and puzzles, this is a musthave for any fan.
An Unexpected Life
Are You His Ultimate Fan?
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